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1[ev.·Jesse.Ja_son·c-apt iiva t es Bar uch
..... . ' . ....:.= . . -~
",.
.'::..-
~---=-.. ·_r_.~9nni~ Pri~t, ~. brief question and answer session smoking jriarijuana?" Reverend
~:~ : " Declaring that "There is no thai-represented' some--'com; -Jackson 'r~tl1:~~d: ~'Theman
~'.'__ . time f~)f sleeping and for short 'prehensive and straight-forward will not have to wipe you out with
~ .' I--s.teppin.g--~nd. shucking.i, and -r~spons.es....conc.erniIlg..,healtb_c,are.,__ genocide if you help him by
~~ .., ~ jiving~"· Reverend Jesse Jackson drugs.. political astuteness, and committing - suicide.-.... lfdrugs
~;;.» - -; touched upon "the crisis in 'our education. " ervedas a stimulus to help us
~ __ , . urban public schools, the em- Reverend Jackson admonished . .dose the publicgap; then, I would
r ',"-pl()yment- crisfs" and its Im"paCt hiS-audience to m'aster"'wrIting~-- "bea public pusher. But drugs do
~;.: upon the malignancy paralyzing reading, counting and reasoning. .., not serve as a stimulus. for
jt·, . the cities, .minority ibusiness as - On the surface this may seem academic development, character
t.... one factor in the redevelopment elementary. In point of fact, it is development; or involvement. SO,
IL ~:V:I::~ t~~r::~h~::iv;e::b~~ :~~t?r:~e is°~h~a~:;~~;:;:d;::':> j'. '. §" ~~hi:~~at a::ent~:~m:kee d~~:;
~;. policy before the· nation is in basic and essential skills, the . f; become cool because we are
~: . danger of losing that which individual's horizons, virtually, . j:,' 'sucking up' drugs; we have
.~':"'~'~"~" " " . ' . ' represents the -core of its sur- become limitless. -# become victims of 'the war of'5;' vival." A Leseon In statistics .opium.' People are programming
ff.-·· . Ina prepared text delivered at Reverend Jackson's address us into states of u n-
ii~·· .... Baruch. College, March 29th was' laced with statistics. And, ..:~ . . : consciousness. "
~~_.:' Reverend Jackson said, HOn the regardless of how you preceive ' . "Whenever you put pot in your
I
~i" . local level we must tell our ytouth these statistics they are disturbing - mouth or 'snort cocaine you are
,~!, . that the language of the world is at best. Only 32,000 (16010) of standing on Martin's, Malcolm's,
: ~~;-:" neither English, German, .or black businesses 'have paid em- . .Medg~'~· and DuBois·s· .graves; .1
~¥t.. '. .. Japanese, if is mathematics 'and ployees and this represents a 17% statistical information' ssemed A Question . . ~pitting :and. KlcS-ing .t~. i~ t~. . ..,< :_'.
1' 7 • - • - ~ .•• '. • . ••.. • - . . :#...:, - - . If . . J ~. , '.' t>J:aiOs . .,'":...:,~'''''':' .5C~o/.. , 'Ih~ emphasis .he .decl~:.~lnc~, 1969. B@c~~ firms: .. end1,~~. =""-'''."i~ _ .. ""~_;"~",';.~.<"..~~~ .: :.. '"' '-~-~~..::.~~,,~,:~.,,<.~~-.""~~:""-~~':~~,"":::'~~S:~~~<'::"I : " ' :~-: ' :. '~'."~(~~,: ;~;>-.:" '. ..s~.~on fmaoc:e:;m- "·~~-less.h:aa;;.3;!lo..,oLmetntAl '/'- ~ -:-:. .....::...':..;111)._...~.--;:::.::::.;:::;_. .~~§1 -.;i.... .._:.~f.~__ ~J6jij~i'N!i~;'rl% ';I' A '!t."
I£~"?"';; .. :'.. ::.,~~;!, --:'-' ,...~~" .... ~:- ..-:.~_"r';,'... ,.:-""~.. >J":\'~1Hr"~;~-'~~~~- ._.,~., ...-~. '",- ..;:~~~..:;:.;:'~;.,::~.;;!-;.?~~.,.~. "'~~'~" :-"'.' ·~~;·.ia;Z:~·t·o" . '.
~~~"' ~:o ., -., >- -, >:.'y.-_._- . '. . I . ms:.Q,'JJ.IRtry~:::- .. c,': :":l¥K'..~.-;. .~:,;:: :'.. 't ·:-0;,e$.S(on:~f.'~ '~::-.. ' '<> . :.,u~"",. tQIl;,.~,_. .. . j
p=..:. ..'". -' -:'"p.;,'-::' ·'i.:.l'·J"--"·-'k·~...: ·~.':':"''';'.h~- -~~{":'."~ . ····19-._7~·.2·-:··~·,-· ..::.~. :;......:.:...:- ';'7;"":'/"'.5.: -:~"-¢:::'·~":·.-~"f "~'''''~': ~ ~~_':··:D..,~it·~'':'' -" ;~/.,:~~~~,~_~ ..:.,." <~:"~q.i.. .' .. "..: _.~.., ., -:::..~~.w;.. r:~~··jtC~.•1S..~A§-~~~~ . .. ~'( '.".. o'dJUJte ''''is-''' ."".. ,~~: ..:-"~~-' '~I;~ " .'. >. . .:, .';"'" ,,:.~·/""~"~~Y_..... :;ll!>~~I"':_1"'"'::''':''';''' '..: ... :., '::"':~l: "2-_ --~-:=~·~~":j~~~e.d.·flt--Jmp4eiBeBtillB"·'~·~··6'-~~Jil;e·~YsiCiaa:'tOt~., ,. . . ., ~.._ . _. ._..:-.:,,~.. ~. ...~,:- . .' ''-'~ .~".' .- . ". '~.- '~:",,_. ;'~"Y.;::~?-. .. natIonal .education program that every 649"whites; -but there is· only statements .w~re"inuminat~Dg::-l1e '-t1m~ .dumit fliS-Jiieedi'?tllti·~;2'_q~·?.::!~-""-:.:-'. ~~~~-_.:......!"'_-:-~~~~
:;g,:':.' - has excellence as a cornerstone. one black physician for every stated, HIt costs '20,000 to give-an lo~e Reverend Jackson had for . A FftIbig ~
;g. His text, delivereg at Baruch~ 5000 blacks. There is one white indh'idual a four yearedu~~tion his audience became manifest.· At the consJucison of the
ir'" represented an attempt to make dentist for every 1900 whites; but scholarship. In the state of Ne,,' Quite incidentaUy~the love~ and add~ess, Reverend ~ackson led
~~..:... _:: coltege students aware and to get only one black dentist for every York; it cOSts s50~OOO to gi\"ean in some instances awe the. the audience in saYIng his now
t"- . them involved in attaining ,a 8400 blacks. Fewer" than one individual a four year prison capacity audience had for familiar, 'I Am Somebody.' I
f";"<... qU~lity education: That is, precent of the nation's engineers 'scholarship'. Poli-cecost more Reverend Jackson was also would like to think that the'
~>' students should always strive to or chemists are black. New York than teachers, jails cost more than apparent. students at Baruch will translate
5~?:-' do the best t~ey can. Reverend City has lost over 500~OOO jobs in schools, and ignorance cOSts more In ans-wering the question: these words into meaningful
..... Jackson's text was followed by a the past fifteen years. The than information." "What is the best way to stop action.
.. .,
Barucb's Medical'Office Examined
rhetorical in claiming that this information in ItS repon by.
office it totally inefficient and stating that my treatment 10-
poorly administered. - eluded b(;)/h cleansing and
One student in particular was bandaging."· He continued
very critical of tthe treatment heempha.ticaUy: "The office is' not·
received from this office after equipped to handle any type of
sustaining an injury whil~ jogging emergency. "
with a physical education. class. . A few days' ago I. held -an in-
According to this student~ he fell ·terview with Dr. Helen Psarrou,
on' a metal rail and injured his the doctor in charge~ and her
knee. "The Medical Office," he immediate assistant,' Ba-rbara"
pointed out, "bandaged my knee - Marx~ in an attempt to throw
with a guaze p~d and fiIlsifled light on the responsibiltdes arid
;.-.
functions of this office. the office... · "Not ·only does this
In replying to suggestions that . create problems in . rendering
many students are unaware of the proper treatment shoud an
office's existence~ Nurxe Marx, a emergency arise," shesta.led,
., state 'registered'llurse who has ~'but it is, also a violation of
been working here for the past ten .college regulations not to submit
years. furnished some interesting the completed form."
statistics. Her 'figures .. indicated ~
that for the period September Regarding .allegations that the
1977-May 1978~ four thousand, office is inefficient and incapable".
sevenhunc;lredand eighty ,four' . of ..... handling . emergencies,.. '.J?r-.. -4
(4,784) • students contacted. the. Psarroulelt that this was far from c
Medical Office for Service whife. the truth. She then explained the .~
for the. period September 1'978- facilities available' there.:' (i) ~
February 1979, the tota] contacts . handling' all' emergencies; (ii) .. ;
~er four ihousand~ three hundred .co!lSultation·· for any medical
clOd twenty-eight (4~328). These problem; . (iii) a. spec~al clinic . ;
. statistics mean" that ~anystudellts whiCh comprises· (a). taking the· . ~;,
do indeed kilOW about this office studenCs. blood' pressure; . (b) <
.... and ~gr~t number have acniaUy plastic reconstructive surgery~ (c) . .~ i.
utilized its facilities. . breast "examin~tions ~ ... :AlSo ..
Pr. PsarrQu fell thatifstudents: av,!-ilable . is. 'laboratory. work",
read thestJidenl~handbook {DOre including'. urinary . analysis, .:~
. carefully~'they would 'gain useful mantoux . 's~in . test. for, tuber< _ j
.. infOrrtlation regarding the. office. c~losis, and referrals if necessary.
Also~ .eacb incoming student is Pqe
/40
of the StudenIHottd.- .,j
malled amedical'form which has 600k aoes u1deed provide':~ .' ~
.' to"be completed and returned .to infor~ation and a bra~ oUdi~e' .. ~
.. tlfe-~' office~:-· HHowever," Or.' of the . services obtainable In .... )
:'. PsarrouPQinted~-Qut;~~m,~Y," ..~~~, ~d.~~P~ri,. . . . :1:
. . students' are aPathetic about- a, sophQlD9~~ remarks: .'..Surel '.,
.. completing-"his form and scv~al knwoabout this office~ l've~-"-":'
. ·of them.neglect tofunusli their': there Q~ and am sal~rted wtth ·:l
., . . .<.'. ..medical ~,.~sonal .history t(). ,.: tbe:aU~.lremv~.·~. . ,1




by Miles A~ Hintzen
Located in an obs-cure corner
on the third floor of the 23rd
street building is a small~
relatively unknown office which'
and prestigiously carries the title:
MEDICAL OFFICE, Room 308.
.. In spite of its proud appearance~
.r:.nany students have indicated 'that
they are unaware that such a
facility exists on campus while
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Pagel
alone ucould result in a 160
. percent increase in reported
alcohol -dnvolvement even.
though there was no change
in dr1nldng-driv1ng coll1sions
,although there was no in-
crease in collisions," Zylman
sald.
Unfort1.mately. there are
"no legitimate statlstlcs" on
the change in alcohol con-
. sumption per person by
persons under 21 after
lowering the legal drinking
age, according to Zylman.
These statistics would
probably be the best way to
~y .IEFF GORDON
Qampua'Dlpat New. service
Studies on teenage drinking
and the effects of lowering the
legal drinking age haa-
received a lot of attention, but
moat 'of' them, unfortunately,
simply deceive the public and
distort the facts, many
. authorities declare..
'nnteproportton of first-
rate, well-conceived and well-
conducted effects Is quite low,





cluded one -report on alcohol
abuse.
"--Manystudle~f simply
"cover up" the facts, and as a
result,the public .is often
misinformed about alcohol
use among youth today,
according to Richard
Zylman, a research specialist
in alcohol studies.
A. review of surveys -about
. high school drinking prac-
tices between 1941 and 1975,
reveals that teenage drinking
rose stead1ly from World War
IT unW about 1965; since-then,
however, drinking behaviors
have remained relatively
constant, Zylman and other
researchers point out.
The average age a person
first drinks has remained
constant the past 10 years at
slightly over 13 'years, and
.even the prevalence of
alcohol tntoxtcatton shows no
increase during the past
decade.
Thus, the commonly held
perception that teenage
alcohol use and abuse has
been rising drastically in
recent years 18 false, these
authorities say.-, _
Futhermore, they insist
that the trend hasn't changed
even in states that have
lowered the legal drinking
age.
Many officials claim that
. teenage alcohol, abuse has
increased sharply in states
that have lowered the legal
.driIildng-age bec-a.~e·reports
show a very large increase in
alcohol-related collisions-
in vol v t n g teenagers.
However, these statistics are
subjective and misleading,
says Zylman. a staunch
aupport e r of legalizing
drinking at 18.
Changes in accident
reporting practices by police
and public pressure to en-
force the new drinking laws'
are the primary reasons for
the perception that alcohol.~".
related traffic accidents have
risen in states that lowered





as it is believed to be, there
should be a commensurate
1ncrease In actual in-




define a "fatal crash" dif-
ferently, but Zylman 8$.id
theae' types of accidents are
"belleved to be reported with




'found that more fatal crashes
actually did occur involving
drivers under 21 the year
measure any changes in after the state lowered its
dr=~e~~~:;:m~.bel1ev~~ -'l~~'- drin~1p.g" age to 18 in
that according to the. best ~ However, comparing the
information a vallable, the statistics with those from the
change. in law has not af- preceding seven years before
fe~ted drinking behavior the law was changed, Zylman
among youths.', . found that "what appears to
Mo.st stud1es measure the be a major increase in fatal-
consequences of lowering the crash involvements after the
drinking age by comparing clTang'e~ln law, actually
alcohol-related collisions resembles a normal year-to-
before and atter the change in' year fluctuation. " Fatal
law. But Zylman thinks that crashes involving drivers
comparing actual 1.n- under 21 have been in-
volvement in fatal crashes, creasing all along, even
whether reported to have before the change in law.
been drinking or not, is a In Maine Zylman said
much better indicator' of "there is even less cause for
changes in drinking behavior. concern over the lower
"If there was a very sub- drinking age than in
stantial increase in alcohol Massachussetts. There has
involvement and if driVing been virtually no change in .
and drinking is as hazardous the number' of fatal crashes
among those. young drivers
for the past 12 years, .1n-
cluding two and a half years
under the new law." .
Lowering the legal drtnJdng
age may be correlated to, ,but
does not cause, increases .In
alcohol consumption and
abuse, Zylman said. ~y
other- factors . influence ,
whether a person will drink 01
andhow he drlnks.
In fact, a recent nationwide ..
survey of drinking practices
among high school students
seems to illustrate the futUity
of imposing laws to control
drinking. It found that
whether a state's legal
dIj.n~mg.a~was 21 or und~ _
the same proportion of high





under 21 from drinking .hould
be erected In the ttrat place.
Drtn~lng alcohol Is
CUlturally . approved -Sri· the
United States, Zylman points
out, and therefore the debate
over whether a state 8h~d
lower the legal drtnJdng age
should not be· whether
teenagers wlll dr;lnk more
after the change, but whether
they wtll drink responsibly.
Of the teenagers who drink,
the majority of them drink
moderately and responsibly,
Zylman said.
. ./ ',. '. . . ~
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parUClpate..
The positive attitude exhibited
by the officers is an attribute to
the club. They seemed to place
emphasis on the individualism of
the club's members as long as
they contribute to the club's,
goals. Mr. Richburg believes that
"the ideas of the members are
very important." His desire as a~ ~
officer is "to do what the people /
want to do." In other words, the
officers plan to be responsive to
the ideas and needs of the
membership.
Presently The Club New York has
a membership of over 40
students. That is a significant




membership drive. Despite the
lack of initial financial support
from the student government, the
club proceeded with business. The
club has met three times (club
hours-rm. 1005, 23rd -St.) since
their opening meeting. During
that time they 'have been planning
a trip to Howard University
(April 27-29) for the formal
inauguration of the chapter in
'The Club New York brotherhood.'
The success of this organization
is dependent on a positive student
response. If the students take
advantage of the. oppOrtunity lO.-
join a club that· offers :themjn~
volvement, a feeling of pride and Co
a . source of togetherness, then
,maybe' the·· 0 club~'s' slogan ' will -
become ,a' .reality:' ",'UNITY~'TO... , .
GET .POWER, TO GET
RESULTS.
have an organization that ad-
dresses itself primarily to their
needs as srudenrs away from
home. I n effect, it creates a
"community of New Yorkers."
At Baruch, the objectives are
comparable. The chapter here
intends to focus on the special
needs of Baruch s t ude n t s .
Foremost among these needs are
student participation and pride.
By encouraging srudent in-
volvcrnent in various act ivities ,
the dub seeks to induce a "sense
of contribution" within the
students. As member Bryan
Brown puts it, "to get the
students involved in something"
p o s i t i ve . He explains that
"something" means activities
, that range from' social functions
to fund raising and charity work
to school politics." He feels that
increased student involvement
would foster a greater sense of
student pride, not only in the
students. but in Baruch as well.
In the long run he sees this pride
as a primary facror in making
"Baruch one of' the finesr
(schools) in the city." ,
A key element to the
achievement of the club's goals is
its image as perceived by the
. studems. Club presidenr Johnson
stresses the point that the club. "is
not racially orientated. " ~e
wishes to extend a "we.lcome to
all Students." Vice-president
Richburg puts it simply, "we
want the people." As such t~ere
are not any special requirements
for member,ship·... 'f,he , b.asic..
,requirements are that you be a
stutent in "good academic
standing an{j .have a desire to
by Anthony \\'ells
Thursday March l-trh. the Oak
Lounge was the scene of '-'the
most -uc,...evsful membership drive .
(at Baruch) this year" according
to Kenny Richburg vicepresidern
of The Club Sew York, The drive
"
was centered around a seven hour
d i-co dance, that brought "over
150 mernber ... hip applications,"
The Club Ncw. York j ... the
newest -tudent club to join the
Baruch community, It was
organized by a .group of <tudern s.
who clubprcsident Ke n n y
lohman says , "wanted to help
enlighten the lives of strdcnt-. who
never had a campu~,"· He believes
that a campus result ... in a 'ab ...encc
or st udent cohesi vencss-c-unity.
He hope ... f the formation of the
club will ~ase the problem :oJ
-t udent ·... cgregation and serve as a
r evource of unity. He envisions'
the club as a magnet for student
involvement ,
The idea of the club is pot
unique to Baruch. Though the
title bears. the name of New York.
t he Baruch chapter is the first one
organized in the Big Apple. In-
fact. the original chapter is
located at Howard University in
Washington, D.C. There are also
chapters in Marylan·.d and
Delaware.. Unlike the Baruch.
chapter, the others' are at colleges
\\'hich have campuses. However,
the purposes and goals of all' the
chapters are similar. The primary
di fference is -the orher chapters
provide their members ~~, op-:
portunity to organize with ,oth~r
I ., . ." .
srudents who, like them, are
artending school away from New'
York. Thus, these students can
. .. . -- ~.. ... ...... -." - .
. "'~.i:'i-~ "i.l~)~~.;,·i.l.f.T.
. - " ....
ClubNew,York,,··
STATE .__ ZIP -,.-
"...~{'.·'·~~.I!f And .ou~ gre.at
<J . :<~i.~:-;-:<'i:\:~y bargam pnce IS still
. .. ~, t~"o'-'l:: ,., ..' th b ~.: ~.::W\A~~}~>: e same as erore.. ~:~~....~.: ..::•.r.: ....~;2:~~. J d .
~'W~t.·.:~~~:·.-::{\t ust $299 roun tnp
~~:-,~%~)@f from l'lew York to Lux-
~~'{:~;;*,~~\*W embourg. $149.50 one
'... 0.. ' .:;~~::~:f way. Pric~ includes an
ttlJF excellent dinner, free wine
.}o' and cognac.' No restrictions.
'; Tickets can be purchased
anywhere in the U.S.A. and
:.·d"~""'::·~""~'·"""'" are good for a
~~~~-, '.. ::<11 full year. DC-~O





after May 14, 1979. Add
$12.50 surcharge each way on
travel between April 5 and
April 27.








For more information see your travel agent. Or write Dep~, I
# Icelandic .AJrfmes. p~O, Box 105. West Hempstead, 1';')
11552. In New ~'ork City. call 757~S585 or calltoll free in ~ew - I
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a. The deadline for submission
of referendums, through t~
Office of the Dean of Students,
shall be Wednesday April 11, at
4:00 p.m, ,
b. The deadline for submission
of 'referendums may be extended
at the discretion of the Senate
Elections Committee.
Section 2.-Requirement to Place




Section I.-Deadlines' d.' The deadline -Cor filing the the candidate's .name, class, (2) Members of the Athletic
a .. Honest Ballot Association, Declaration.of 'CandidaCy~forms division, office applying for ,and Board
Inc. is designated as the in- may beextendedat the discretion political party designaticn if (1) Member of the Auxiliary
dependent ballot association, as of the Senate Elections Com- .desired, which shall be published.' Services Board
approved by the Senate Elections mittee.· upon approval of the application (2) Members of the Student
Committeeon March IS, 1979 for Section 2.-Procedure .by the 'Senate Elections Com- Center Board ~
the purpose of insuring art-honest a. Each candidate shall submit mittee after verifying the in- ARTICLE 111--CAMPAIGNI-
election. to the Senate. Elections Com- formation given, through the NG
b.Election for offices in the .mittee through the Office of the Office of the Dean of Students. Section I.-Dates
Day Session. Stud~t· Assembly . Dean of Students, w.hieh shall * The. Senate Elections .a. Campaigning shail offici~ly
shall be conducted by mail ballot.> stamp and date the following: Committee shall keep on file a begin on Monday, April 23, 1979
Ballots will be mailed to students * A Set of 5 copies of the copy of all Declaration "of at 8:00 a.m.
on Thursday, May 3, 1979 and Declaration of Candidacy form Candidacy forins. Section2.-Rules .
must be received by Honest Ballot completely filiedout and signed. b. Separate candidacy forms a. All candidates and political
Association no later then 9:00 *. A " pet i t i o n for must be filled out for each elected parties are personally responsible
a.m., May 17, 1979. nomination" with the signatures position that a candidate is ap- for where and how their posters
c. .The deadline for filing the and the respective.Hr numbers of plying for. and flyers are affixed (posting of a. All referenda material shall
-"--.----Declaration--of .Candidacy ..forms... atJ~t 100 Day Session students-...5ection3.-Designated Places such items on doors, walls, etc., is be presented. to- the Senate
through the Office of the Dean of who wish to put the prospective a. Declaration of Candidacy against school regulations) and Elections Committee for review
Students shall be Wed., April 11 candidate on the Ballot. forms may be picked up at the for the removal of all of their and clarification before it is
at :4:00 p.m. * A copy of the platform with following locations: campaign materials. Each presented to the students.
*- STUDENT ACTIVITIES b. All referendums must be
OFF. C E , ROO M 104, political party/ or independent petitioned by at least 10 percent
STUDENT CENTER did d . of the respective session student• STUDENT ACTIVITIES can 1 ate must esignate the
OFFICE, ROOM 527, 46 East 26 names of person(s) who will be body.
responsible for removing all c. Signatures will not· be
S1. campaign literature. after the considered valid unless, next to it,
By Fnddie Ellis Jr. .• DEAN OF STUDENTS election. appears the student's printed
Since 19'71 C.U.N. Y has had in in Hunter College. It was .her first OFFICE, ROOM 1702, 360 b. All candidates are personally name and social security number.
its possession a special degree working experience in a com- P .A.S. responsible for ail espenses in- d. Exactly forty (40) signatures
program which is designed to mitteeand she has been involved • INFORMATION DESK, curred in their campaign, and must be attached-to each copy of
allow students to plan his or her in quite a few since then'. STLDENT CENTER, Lobby shall not accept any funds from . the documents put for referen-
own course of study which would What is most pleasing to Dr. ARTICLE II-ELIGIBILITY any officially registered Baruch dum. I
lead towards a Bacherlor ofArt of Buchin is that the program has College organizations. e. All expenses related to'
a Bachelor of science degree from - been receiving a large a~ount of Section I.-Requirements c. Student Activity fees shall referendums, its publicity, in-
the City University of New York. support from the' faculty a. All candidates must be not be used for .. campaign formation and dissemination win
Students enrolled in this program members in Baruch. "There's a registered in the session in which pruposes, not in any way be paid by
would be allowed to take their whole active group of faculty they are running for office. d. Any registered student students', fees. . .
planned. courses in any City members '.who ..:b~lieve .. -very- ,b. Nostu<\ent shaUrun for or organization whoreceiv.esstudent _ Section3.-~.t!(ica~ion
University of New York. Students strongljdn this Pr6gram,and tlleY-hold'.ino(~"~~ha~ one elected activities.fees is prohibit~ fro~_.,: ,",~.~~~J,:eferendun:t ..shall be
enrolled in this program would be are eager to undertake serving on posmon. ,'. using these "fees to ·::geaetaie·~~:,·':C9~~•.~ passed by the. Day,.- . "
.aUowed·"to"·ta"ke their; -·ptannect·- additional"· ·stVdent7s·d'd~em-: c.·~·AH~~id~·~mlts(.. be-,.~ -~is~-~U:i~u&io~5 ..---4U-,-,.~.J..Q~, ~~l~(~r.o( j!~:.__.~...-.;
'courses in any City University in mittees, nShe"also - went' ·(m·:--to· ~ registered' for .a minimum of 12:. cam~paign- '·expeDditures·.;~.ai~_-_·~~~at&tstiaVlaV«U.~-.·... .. . ......;'.
the C.U .N.Y system and also earn state-that she is currently holding credits in the day session' subject to review by the Student
up to thirty credits in independent the. list of names of the faculty d. All-candidates must have Elections Review Committee. To: ALL BARUCH STUDENTS
studies', internships or field work, members who are interested, achieved an. overall grade point e. All candidates are absolutely . From: Dr. Florence W. Siegel,
or from previous work .or In order for a student to apply average of at least 2.5 at the time prohibited from engaging in any Designee of the Dean of Students .;
training. This program does not for this program, they must have of candidacy which must be activity designed to raise funds on the Senate Elections Com-
demand .students to take. any completed 15 credits in any maintained during their term of from the student body. mittee
required courses and thestudents college either inside or outside of office. f. No club or student Subject: Eligibility Requirements
are free (0 choose their own in- .the C.V.N. Y system. This e. Freshmen will be allowed to organization shall be permitted 'to for Candidacy for the Position of
dividual faculty members for program does not discriminate run on their previous scholastic engage in official political in- Day Session President
counselors. This program is because of a' student's age. achievements which enabled them dorsements of any canditate or As you probably know, the day
known as the "C.V.N.Y Bac- Students who are returning to to attend this University. party. session student body appr-oved by
calaureate Program." . college to continue their .f'. All candidates for the g. No candidate is permitted t<1? referendum.a new day session
Dr. Jean Buchin the energetic education after taking work position of Day Session President interfere in any way with anoifief constitution at its last election.
campus coordinator of the experience or working while shall be less than 28 years of age. candidate's campaign. The new constitution is to be fully
Baccalaureate program for attending college are very much g..AIl candidates for the h. Any' candidate imaking a effective as of the first day of
Baruch, is very excited over the encouraged to join. position of Day Session Treasurer 'public accusation, whether of- classes of the fall 1979 semester.
whole program. She feels that the _ Bernadette Lynch is a Baruch must have at least 6 credits in ficially or unofficially, against The provisions which pertain to
program is a very unique way for College student who is currently accounting. another candidate must be ready the election of student officials
the student to approach- their enrolled in the C:U.N.Y ·Bac- 'h. All candidates for all elected and able to corroborate and for' the fall apply to the election
education and to feel as though calaureate program. At the end of positions must be eligible to serve document such accusations. which will be taking place this
they're' more responsible for this school term,' she will be a complete term. i.' All candidates shall refrain semester.
designing their whole curriculum, . receiving a B.A. degree in History 1. .Allcandidatesfor-all elected .from making any. remarks'. or Among the requirements for
but she does not believe that this and English as a result of working positions must have a 'minimum innuendos as to ethic; religious. eligibility for Day Session
program is designed for every in the Baccalaureate . program. of 24 credits left to graduate. . or sexual preferences or dislikes in President, the new constitution
college student. "I think that She is also currently working as a DAY SE~SION STUDENT favor or against of any or all stipulates that candidates: for this
some students feel more 'secure secretary for "Student Ac-GOVERNMENT-.Positions _ candidates. position shall be less than 28 years
when there are fixed guidelines tivities." (I) President j ..·Candidates are prohibited of age. The College believes that
for them," she said earnestly. Bernadette joined the BaC- (2) Executive Vice-President from rallying or demonstrating in this age limitation is illegal and
"I've done enough college. cacaureate-Programafter her first (I) Treasurer the bookstore, library, and has requested an .opinion from
teaching to tell you 'that some year of college. Before .enrolling . (I) Secretary classrooms. "counsel on this issue. In order to
students are delighted at the first in college, she worked fulltime for' . (Ij Senator k. A candidate may address a assure that all interestedstudenrs
meeting of a class when you hand six years after graduating from (10) Councilmen-.to be elected class in session only. with" the have theopportunity to run for
out a bibliography, it 'kind of sets high school in 1969. After~ by' and from the lower division permission of the instructor of the the of(ice of Day Session
the limits- of wherethey'regonna enrolling in. college she enjoyed (Freshmen and Sophomore) class.. president and pending the opinion
be and whats expected of them college life at. first, buy later she (I0)Councilmen-.to be elected 1. A candidate may campaign from counsel . on . the age
week 'by week and some people started acquiring a negative at-· by and from the .uPPer-division . ~itbout the instructor'svpez- req~ement, any ,student wh~
just 'seem to be happier workingtitude towards the college'. (Junior and Senior) . -mission if the instructor is not 'meets 'the 'other cOnStit~tioaaJ
that way;" . curriculum. "I found after a year (2) Me m b e r s" of the presentbefore a class begins or requirements wiU~ pernutted to
Dr. Buchin has beeninvolved in or 59 that I wasreltarning a lot of Faculty/Student Discipline afteraclass.has eeded, file adeclaratton ~f candidac:y.lt
the' program since 197-3. She -tbe things that I already knew." ·Committee· .m.All:complaints concemin&. is un4e*:~9od .that· .i(- .cOuqsel
. began b.y working iii a committee . .she' said. ul w8s .deal~g with -. (3) Members of the Boa.rd of . 'violations of,dedi....•o~pfocemueS .liPhoias the age:Hiniia:tiOO,"' any
with astudent.andit incorporated" materials that I "thought were Directors of the Bernard M. .' shall be made'inwritiDg to the .declariltioD of c8DdidaCY (oithe .
.'cour-ses .,..in ,Psychology...and . totally: irreleVant for what' I 'felt Baruch..College Assoiation~·lnc. .Student Election-RevieW Com- . position of. President'fikd -bya' . '"
'EducatiOIL 'She' then .went .0n-1O was'a career d)oice.·,••...• " , .... .'. (2)·.Members.' . "of the Com- mitteewithin 48'hoUrs aftei' their.studeot.Wb(),is28~yearsof.,eor
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the attacker is not armed and you
feel you can overpower him, you
might want [0 try. Knowing self-
defense techniques may help, but
under stress you may forget the
lessons you have learned.
I personaly prefer the strategy
of not getting yourself into the,
situation where you need to
defend yourself. By being aware
of what is going on around you,
your basic surroundings, may
keep you out of danger. The way
a policeman slays alive, ac-
cording to Detective Capolupo, is
being aware of everything" going
on around him. You, too, can do
that. If, however, you get
yourself into a dangerous
situation, you must access that
situation and make your decision
based on your,own knowledge.
If you decide to bight back,
evaluate .and-e c::lhink., -e~b~fQre
,reaCting. A"moment of thought
may save·you a lot·of-grief., - -
. . -." '- .. "
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Students planning to take this
examination must sign up for it at
360 Park Avenue South in Room
2053 (Day Session) or R09m
2041, or 2023 (Evening Session)
by Arpil 2. The will have their
choice of date (9th or 10th) and
will be given the time and place of
the exam when they sign up. for
further information call 725-,
7175.
Mathematics Department ..
3) Those Transfer students
entering before September 1976:
Students in this category who
have not yet taken Mathematics
at Baruch. musr check with. the
Madj.e~'(.i~~'~':.D,e'~fi;De:n~,:~~ to :
deie~thine, '~het h~t' ~.,:n~t ~ 7th ey
must take thePalcernent Exam.
The Christian Club "~ ""~"/:.- ,~~
360 buildin2 & 26th St. 'Hm'" .1818 ,fj;~':;:~~~,.'
Regular meeting 12:00~I':45pm Thursda)" 7, ~::,:~~.-'~~,
Bible study 12:00-1 :OOpm Monda}' "(
"Math Placement Exam
The next Mathematics
Placement Exam will be given to
students who have never taken-it,
on Monday, April 9, 1979 and
Tuesday, April 10, 1979.
Three categories of students
should take this examination:
1) All students who.el)tered
Baruch as' Freshmen-since-Sep-
tember 1974 and have not yet
taken the Mathematics Placement '
Exam:
All students in this category are
required to take the Matematics
Palcement Exam regardless of
their High School mathematics
course or grades. Most students
took the exam when the entered
Baruch. Those students who have
not taken the examination must
take it at this time in order to
register for Math in the Summer
or Fall.
2) Transfer students since
September 1976:
, Students in this category should
take the Plcement Exam if they
have not taken an equivalent
remedical mathematics sequence
at another college. Check with the
I purchase, instead of holding her
handbag securely, she' lets ~t'
dangle from her arm. A man.runs
up behind her and tries tograb the
purse away. The woman holds on
to the purse, and starts hitting the
purse-snatcher with the bag of
fruit. He grabs her around the
corner of a building, yells
"Idiot," 'and stabs the woman.
According to Detective Meesk,
narrator of the movie, the reason,
t he purse-snatcher reacted as he
did was that the woman visited-
violence upon him when he meant I " , '
no harm to her. All he wanted "Detective Guy Capolupo of Crlm~Prevention Division.
was her purse, not to hurt her i In N.Y.P.D."
'that situation, the woman decided, where a woman fighting back
to resist and it was the wrong 'has been successful.' I
decision. A woman listening to Detective
In another scenario, a woman Capolupo and Id talking com-
gets on the elevator with a man mented that she had been ap-
who produces a ten-inch knife. preached by a man with a knife in I
She had a chance to get off the the lobby of her building. Instead
elevator when the man's presence ofletting him mug her, she fought
made her uncomfortable, but she back and succeeded in scaring the'
didn't ~ant to be "rude." In that mugger off. She, was lucky
case, bemg rude would have saved enough to be successful.,
her. But [here have been cases The decision of whether to
defend yourself or submit to the
assailant is a personal one and
one answer cannot be applied to
all situations. The decision has to
be made based on I he
predicament the victim is in, how
well she feels she can defend
herself and will she be able to,
escape unharmed. Of course,
there are extreme situations that
,most people react the same _way.
If an attacker 'lets you know he is
going ,to kill you, you-have very
little 'to lose-infighting bade If
... .l ~ II, ~, _ _. -.
problems of coordinating a
wardrobe regardless of current
fashion, personal taste, or
regional preferences.
Simultaneously, a similar 20-
minute presentation for ~omen
entitled, "The Woman Executive- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
One Approach" will be-given. A
question and answer period will
follow each.
These two mini-seminars are
available to Baruch students,
day and evening-free of charge-,
and~'wilfb~ 0'( greatvalue to all ' ~"Wberefore, G,Od"2tSo hath hi~hh' exalted him. and ~I\'en hi'm •
N AME"~hich -is above EVERY N AM":: ' :--
students who will be enteringinto
That at the name of JESUS every knee should bow, uf Ihina~ h' '
the business world ...No advanced
hea~en~'.aDdthe~things.in.earth"aadthings unde~ the ear.t h .U.' ..'" "
regi~t_r~tjqI! is,,n_~~§,r'y~ __ . '. _ _ "" . . .. ". _.... ' "0 , __ ', ..'" ',_:' ~", _ .' .. "!_ .,,' ;,.,-..
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her to fight off anattacker?
There are no clear-cut, easy
answers to questions like the'
above. A policeman/woman
would not instruct an elderly
woman to fight a mugger, any
more than he or she would tell
that elderly woman to walk alone -
at night down a dark alley. It,
would not be feasible for her to
defend herself. However, most
college-age women _are phsically
capable of defending themselves,
and want to be told what to do in
a dangerous situation. There is no
harm in taking .self-defense
courses, k~rateor judo lessons.
The problem arises when a
woman must apply those theories
to a real-life, stress situation
where she may onoy have a split-
second to evaluate [he
'predicament she is in and react
rationally.
During "Strategy for Sur-
vival," there is a dramatization of
an actual occurence. A woman
stops at a fruit stand 'to buy
something. After she makes the
It has occurred to The Custom
Shop and The Management
Society that if men and women
who are' already executives are,
having problems' dressing ap-
propriately, then it would be of
, great service to Baruch students
to be given a head start.
Their. expertise will be made
available by conducting two mini-
seminars. After male and female
students are _ separated, .a 25
minute color slide' presentation
titled "The Executive Look 'arid
How To Get it" will graphically
illustrate three 'simple rules for
. ... ....... .- ..... --...... ,".. -..
Dressing for the Executive LQok
by Apri1 Dunleavy
This isthe conclusion of a three-
part series on crime prevention
and self-defense.
In 1937 Mart irner Levitt
opened a small cutom tailor shop
in New York City with the in-
tent ion of helping men and
women dress more appropriately
for the business environment.
Today, forty years later, there are
over 43 Custom Shops located
from coast to 'Coast.
"The Custom Shop"
"As you and I bot h know,"
states Mr. Levitt, "THE DIF-
FERENCE BETWEEN THE
SUCCESSFUL EXECUTIVE
AND THE MAN WHO NEVER
MAKES IT WILL BE FOUND
INSIDE HIS BRAIN, NOT IN
THE "WAY HE KNOTS A TIE.
Yet, if you think about it, the
executive who looks like an
executive is the key to establishing
an image of quality and of
credibility for his organization,"
;- _ ~ ~. _.. ~ ~ •• ". 0. ,-: l' • ,-; ~. •. • .... ,
On Thursady, April 5th, at
12: 15 in the Globus Lounge
located on the 17th floor' of 360
P.A.S., Mr. Levitt, founder and
sole owner of the Custom Shop
Shirtmakers, and Ms. Katie
Rawdon, also' from the Custom
Shop, will be addressing the
Management Society on "How to
get the executive look."
On March '22, Dtective Guy
Capolupo , of the Crime
Prevention Division, N.Y.P.D.,
showed the film "Strategy for
, Survival" to members and guests
of the Baruch Women's Center.'
Prior to the movie, he and I
discussed the dilemma of giving
advice on self-defense. In my two
previous articles, I advised my
readers to "give the mugger what
he wants" and that "there is no
shame in submitting" in the case,
'of rape. Detective Capolupo
brought to my attention the view
that if a criminal knows that no
one is going to fight back, there is
nothing to deter him from
comtinuing to commit crimes. So,
what do you tell a woman
wanting to know should she take
a self-defense course to learn to
fight off a rapist or a- mugger?
Can you, in good conscience, tell
In recent years, Mr. Levitt has
developed a new interest speaking
to groups of executives on the
importance of good attire.
. Recently he has spoken to such
, illustrious' corporations ·as Chase
Manhattan, American Express,
Price Waterhouse, Haskins and
I Sells, and Trans WorJ~_~!rli}1~~.__ "~li}l~i!1~!i!1g _!Qt: •~~11}1Jl9!l. JlJc!J~ ..
WOOlen's Voices
by Alan GUston
Chief executives pay professional
designers for guidance in every
aspect of business that pertains to
the, company's image for
designing offices. products and
ba.'-lIi!!~_!III!!!.:::a:t;;!!!,!!'~,! !,.t=.=c:~A~alRg~t"~s.-, Theref0 re, their..... - .
products frequently go 10 market
better packaged than their'
salesmen.
~-_ .. ::-,;........-.
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':' ',' ~Rev~ .JfielSob 's~' ',",." ., ,,':,'" ..::",
~:--~~~~.~~:- -c=- -~----~
. .."'-.;J'. v by EdwardE•.sCott II
_. The Reverend Jesse Jackson is one of the most dynamic and ex-
citing black leaders of our time. His recent visit to the Baruch cam-
pus and the enthusiastic welcome he received from the students of
Baruch during his speech in room 4 North of the 23rd St. building,
proved that many people still believe in both Jesse Jackson and his
message of self-improvement of black people by black people. Jesse
. Jackson was born in Greenville South Carolina in the year 1941.
Jackson's collegiate career began in 1959 when he won an athletic
scholarship to the University of Illinois. While there Jackson was
subjected to much humiliation because of his race. He was denied
the opportunity to play the position of quarterback, although amply
qualified, because of his race. This prejudice was even extended to
such things as school social events and concerts.
However,it was not until Jackson began to attend North Carolina
A&T that his career as a Civil Rights activist began. While at North
Carolina A&T, Jackson became a :'point man." This meant that
Jackson would-enter "whites only" restaurants and when refused
service, he and other blacks would picket the restaurant.
After graduating from North Carolina A&T Jackson enrolled in
the Chicago Theological Seminary. While there he briefly worked
for Mayor Richard Daley, but quit when he concluded that working
for the city's Democratic Party machine was an affront to his self-
esteem.
In .1963, Jackson joined the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference (SCLC). During his association with the SCLC Jackson
accomplished many goals. He was a key force in rallying tbe support
of Chicago's black clergymen behind King. In 1966, Jackson helped
unite the SCLC and the Chicago Coordinating Council of Com-
munity Organizations into ihe Chicago . Freedom Movement, a
group which pressed for integrated schools and open housing.
.After the death of his mentor Martin Luther King .Jr., Jackson
became increasingly at odds with the SCLC and its-new leader Ralph
Abernathy. . -:
The major split between Rev. Jackson and the SCLCoccurred in
1971 when Rev. Jackson organized ablack arts and crafts fair called .'
"Black. Expo" under a separate corporation rather than the aegis of:
the SCLC.For this action Rev. ~bernathy suspended Jackson ,from -
. the SCLC for 60 days. However, since Rev. Jackson bad always .
.<_. w~!f:d t~ .•o ~o~way; ..nther tbanP-o.tcst. ~ ..~~~_~, ,' ....
, used the opPortUnity to establish ~eople United· to Saye HlUlNtnity /
«()peration P.U.S.H·.) .' ' .
A serious man. a serlousmlulon~
... 1._ , ~ » i" , , i (, i .1 ,_, i._i.C'.$I;:;~.4.j.5'S. ~ .
.__ • 0" •
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Rev. Jackson a 'wordsmith'
The Sentry Dilemma
_- ". "4_ .~_ • ~. _-.: "..:.-.:.- _
The Editorial Staff of Ticker would like
~ "" .
to extend an apology to D.S.S.G.
Treasurer Dalo Chin. The editorial
"Student Government Relationship"
was taken in the sense. and no





There has been. some question 'as to
the validity of a quote used in the article
"Controversial Issues Surrounding
Sentry" - by Amit Govil which ap-
peared in March 28. 1979 issue of
TICKER. The text from which the
quote was a letter from Mr. Walter
Barandiaran given to TICKER on April
9. 1979. The contents of which is as
follows:
"The Sentry's Constitution calls for the
Business Manager to 'adhere to College
expenditure policies and insure the
responsible publication of the Sentry.'
Well, the Business Manager has not
only, on many occasions. violated his
own Constitution, but has managed
successfully to shield himself against
any liability' resulting from his
irresponsible behavior, and has left the
Sentry Association liable and vulnerable
to any legal action that may be taken
against Sentry, "
The Ticker Editorial Board would
like to extend its sincerest apology to
Mr. Ron Priest for excludinghis by-line
on the March 29th issue's front page
story entitled "Rev. Jesse Jackson to
Speak at Baruch."
..
'seems to dominate this move of the ,. .
association. However, the move.is .only
one of delaying the printing of .by in-
creasing the bureaucratic process for
" Sentry to receive funds for printing. As
a result, the paper will not receive
additional funding until May.
Yet. the association is not the only
villain, in this plot. Several students and
administrators can also take credit for
the financial and journalistic woes of
Sentry.
- - Charles Stuto, D.S.S.G. President.
showed no interest in fighting for the
rights of a student publication. In
reality, he took great pleasure in his
attempts to stop the printing of Sentry
by "the use of illegal committees and
implied constitutional powers.
We are deeply disappointed with
Stuto's actions because they are not
actions that befit one in his position.
They lack the maturity that is essential
for a person in his position.
Hank Testa may also take a bow for
aiding, to the chaos that surrounds
Sentry. His irresponsible actions had
left Sentry open to administrative action
to limit the printing of the paper. This
same situation occurred with him as
business manager about I Y2 years ago.
We do not understand how he allowed
his newspaper to be caught in the same
position.
We feel that Dean Finkleman could
have been more of a positive influence
on Stutosactions. In the past. he has
not refrained from explaining his
position to students.
However, the Ticker .supports the
Sentry in its quest for funding. The
paper has the right to publish -as stated
in the U.S. Constitution. Yet, if Sentry
claims this right of. freedom of the press,
they must realize the journalistic
- responsibility that comes with that
right.
......---_...~-:--
for the second, third and fourth issues
of Sentry. The cost of the first issue
would be incurred by the SENTRY
staff. The funds for the fifth issue and
all consecutive issues thereafter must be
individually approved by the student
assembly. A point for consideration
here is why should the association want
the assembly to approve a semester
budget for SENTRY. A dubious reason
After the 1963 March On Washington
the question that swept segments of peo-
ple across the nation was: Wer.e you
there? After Jesse Jackson's appearance
March 29th we have noticed the ques-
tion once again being asked: Were you
there? We feel a companion question
MUST also be llsked: What are you go-
ing to do now?
It is time, now, perhaps more than
.ever before to 'get our act together'.
There needs to be a movement sweeping
throughout Baruch, that, to quote Jesse
Jackson "makes education therapeutic
as opposed to punitive." Obviously,
this can only occur when an environ-
ment exists where educator" and
students mutually respect each other
and both educatators and students are
engaged in the process of learning. We
might add. that as'suming you now have
the rnot iviat ion or have merely had your
mot iviat ion reinforced, whatever move-
ments evolves is based on program as
opposed to the charisma of one or
several individuals.
For the past few weeks, students and
administrators have been plagued by the
controversy of Sentry's publishing. The
moral and legal points of Sentry's
publishing have become the basis of
many conversations. Until the College
Association meeting of March 13, the
question had remained unanswered and
unsolved. At that meeting the
association decided to approve payment
\
On March 29th. Baruch College was
visited by a 'wordsmith', a shaper of
words a formulator of ideas. Jesse
Jackson has come and gone but the peo-
ple that filled to capacity both 4 North
and 4 South can hopefully, bear witness
to his message.
It was a rewarding experience to see
students consciously opting to tempor-
arily give up the 'disco beat' in order to
hear thoughts and ideas. There was an
obvious unity present that evening that'
is seen far too infrequently at Baruch
College. Whether we are aware of it or
not, with the appearance of Reverend
Jackson a gaunlet was hurled at the col-
lective feet of all those present on March
29th. We are not necessarily saying
become followers of Jesse Jackson.. We
are saying become thinkers and doers.
Students are in a wonderfully unique
position. They have the opportunity to
individually and collect ivly combat
ignoran.ce. Information and intelligence
are the aruedote to ignorance. As stud-
. ents we now have the opportunity to re- -
ceive the antedote.
j ~-~~ .!.,.
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testing establishment, fighting for
marijuana decriminalization, get- .
ring financial aid for .part-tim~
students; and lobbying for
responsible nuclear waste policy.
What do these things have in com-
mon? They are all issues address-
ed by the students and staff who
make up the New York Public In-
terest Research Group, Inc.
(NYPIRG)-people who have
found you can.fight City Hall, and
win,
Standing' up for your rights
isn't easy. We're taught how to
add, subtract, multiply, and
divide hypothetical numbers, but
not how to find waste in the real
numbers of college and govern-
ment budgets. Whether
challenging a tuition increase or
defeating a-pr-oposed New York
City Council pay raise, NYPIRG
is proving that taking action can
save students and . taxpayers
thousands of dollars. But beyond
the savings, beyond the
strengthened student· voice,
NYPIRG provides something
else-,a unique opportunity to
apply classroom skills to real
world problems. NYPIRG an-
swers the question, "What can I
do?" about ripoffs, 0
discrimination, and unresponsive.. . .:.. .
government?" . by' -hel pi ng
,students develop the skills to fight
Ithese and other problems,
. Along with developing skills-
NYPIRG students get results, For
'example, a NYPIRG student
intern was the only full-time
lobbyist in Albany working on the
'0 Marijuana Decriminalization
Act. He worked hard, but saw his
work translated into action, the
bill passed. Not only does this law
keep students out of jail, it will
also save taxpayers $40 million in
court costs this year.
Not only are NYPIRG.active in
Albany but also in New York
City, At Queens College,
NYPIRG . students surveyed
consumers who had "won" in
small claims court and deter-
mined that over 40070 had not.
received the money that they were.
owed. The findings of the study
were published in the New York
Times and NYPIRG opened a
Small Claims Center to remedy
the problem, Students, under the
supervision of an attorney,
proceeded to collect over $65,000
for consumers,
How is this possible? NYPIRG
combines a' student base with a
professional staff to' gain exper-
-tise, credibility, and' clout student 0
,org~ni?ation~ s~ often lack.
If the answer to these queries is
, "no," then there is no
It hascome to my attention that I justification for .cint inued
the Ticker is now running an printing of the horoscope.
astrological horoscope, The Personally, I consider the printing
presence of this material in .the I of a horoscope an insult to the
Ticker represents an editorial intelligence of Ticker readers.
judgment that horoscopes are Ticker staff who have any doubts
worth printing and worht on the score' are encouraged to
reading. enroll in my course, Philosophy
1010, Introduction to Logic and
Scientific Method.
(2) Is the .Tickjer prepared to
endorse the accuracy of the
astrological predictions it prints?
Is it liable if these prediction fail
to come true? Can I sue the Ticker
if the Ticker predicts that I will




Martin McOowell. Editor In-
Chief
The Ticker Box 377
To the Editor:
The most serious accusation
that can be laid against the Stuto
Administraion is' that it has
corrupted and undermined the
faith of our students in their
political system.
I am angry because he has
taken away the enthusiasm, the
ideals, and the smile off their
faces of so many young students
eager o. to participate in Student
Government .
I am shocked because he has
violated too many constitutional
laws, abused tOO much presidential
power" and alienated too many
good people,
I am disgusted because he has
turned the 'Student Government
into a trashy and decadent in-
stitution, because he has
prostituted the Office of the
President. For this and for all the·
things to come in the remainder
of his term, he 'must never be
forgiven, he must be punished,
We students. know something
about the dynamics of politics" We
know that we have to 'bend the
rules' every now and then. 'But
Mr, .Stuto has bent the rules in a
flagrant disregard for fun-
damental principles of fairness. It
seems to 0 me that the. ~ency~
has triggered in him some deep-.
seated paranoia. This behavior is'
most evident at several Assembly
meetings, when he tells some
members of the Assembly (his
party puppets) to walk out so that
.there would not be a quorum,
when he tries to manipulate the.
Assembly by disregarding
Robert's rules of Order, or when
he disregards its decisions. On
several occasions he "has been
found eavesdropping .on personal
conferences, and has tried to
coerce the Treasurer's Bursar into
spying for him.,
That he is suffering from
psychic pain would be the only
explanation to' his erratic
behavior, to his unfair use of
power. to the shockin
demoralizing process . tha
students have been subjected to.
Since the Assembly, a duly
elected constitutional body. is hi
favorite playground, I urge the
(the Assembly) to make its on
and only purpose to impeach Mr.
Charles Stuto. Only a disturbe
and fearful person would commit
the attrocities he has done. A
such, he has become a dangerous
man. That is why the Assembly
has to impeach him, and the
students must make sure tha
never again he will attempt to run







The Veterans Affairs office will begin cer
tifying.veterans for the 1979 Summer session 0
April 4, 1979. Come in early to insure 'con
tinuous payment of VA benefits!
To' be certified in advance for the Summe- .
session you must be attending school on at least
a half-time basis for the 1979 Spring semester,
and you must show our office proof that you
have filed an intent to. register in the Registrar's
office.
Fall
For those veterans who do not plan to attend
the Summer session, we will certify for advanced- .
payments for the 1979 Fall semester from July .2,
1979 to August 15, 1979. During the same
, - -
period; those veterans that do' attend the
Summer sesslsn can certify for continuous
payment of benefits. .
. If you have any questions, please come 10 our
office ~t360Park Av~.,ueSouth,~ooin1701, or
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clashing cymbal. And if I have
the gift or prophesying and am
acquainted with ali the sacred
secrets and all knowledge, and'
if I have. all faith, so as to
transplant mountains, but do
not have love, I am nothing.
And if I give all my belongings
/
to feed others, and if I ha~d
over my body, that I may,
boast, but do not have love, I'
am not profited at all. 'Love is
tong suffering and kind. Love
is not jealous, it does not brag,
does not get puffed up, does
not behave indecently, does
not look for its own reward,
does not become provoked. )
does not keep account of the
injury. It does not rejoiceover
unrighteousness, bUI rejoices
with the truth. It bears all
things, believes all things.
hopes all things, endures all
things. Love never fails. But
whether there are (gifts of)
prophesying, they will be done
away with; whether there are
tongues they will cease;
whether there is knowledge.r it
willbedone away with. For we
have partial knowledge and we
prophesy partially; but when
that which is complete arrives,
that which is part-ial will- be
. done away with. \\fhcn I was a
babe, I used to speak as a
babe, to think as a babe, to
reason 'as a babe; but now that
I have become a man, I have
done away with the (traits) of a
babe, For at -present.we, see in
hazy .outline by means of a
metal mirror, bUI then it will
be face to face. At present .I
know partially, but then I shall
know accurately even as I am
accurately known. Now,
however, there remain faith,
hope, love,' these three; bu t the
greatest of these.is love .
And that's what it is Free!
we do when we are strong in
something is measure a' person's
worth by our strongpoints. AND
THAT'S A MISTAK~~-Men must. .
learn to be tender, kind, sensitive,
and loving. Men should NEVER
feel that those qualities are un-
manly. Instead, men should give
of these things freely. So often we
want to show our strength;' and
that's all right. Yet , we must
always remember being strong
and being hard are two different
things. Glass is hard, isn't it? It
cracks very easily, and it breaks.
It is not strong; it is hard. A
branch of a tree, on the other
hand, can be strong because it
bends with the wind.
Please understand that this is
not meant to imply that men have
cornered the marked on strength.
In addition. women have the at-
tributes of devotion, sympathy,
intuition, sensitivity, and more.
Yet, with 'women's liberation.'
women have developed and con- "
.t inue 10 develop a sense of in-
dependence and organization
which is sometimes overwhelming
-even a little scary. At times men
can not feel intimidated by this
lyre of woman. So. as unpopular
as the thought might be, a woman
must be careful about those
things.
All that was said to convey the
idea that marriage is a serious
responsibility. It is binding. Mar-
riage is not to be taken lightly. It.
should not be. entered into frivo-
lously and without serious consid-
eration. .The most improtant.rin-
.gredierrt in marriage, the ingre-
dient contributing most to the
building up of the marriage, is
love. Paul showed the importance
of love in I Corinthians 13. There
Paul says:
If I speak in the tongues-of
. men and of angels bur do not
have love, I have become a
sounding piece of brass or
the Christian Greek Scriptures in .
Matthew 19:4-6.' Jesus Christ is
speaking. It reads:
Did you not read that he who
created the from .(the) begin-
ning made them male and fe-
male and said," 'For this rea-
son a man will leave his father,
and his mother and will stick
to his wife. and the two will be
one flesh"? So that they are
no longer two, but one flesh.
Therefore, what G09 has
yoked together let no man put
apart.
Consequently. marraige is not a
temporary thing. It is to be con-
sidered in terms of endurance.
Momentary dissappointments
cannot be used as loopholes to
terminate the marriage arrange-
ment.
We should always keep in mind
that competition has no place in a
marriage. As has been stated hus-
band and wi fe should st rive to
complement each other. Separate-
ly. man and woman are different.
but [he day they are married they
are no longer separate. You be-
come one person in the eyes' of
God. Marriage is not a two-fold
arrangement consisting of just
husband and wife. No. marriage
is a th rangernent con-
sis mg of husba d. wife. and
God: And the t ie, that bind us
together as ~ns may some-
times beco~a ~ttle frayed, even
.brittle at times, But that link with
God is that strong cord. If you
keep your ties to God strong, your
marriage will always be strong
despite the momentary rough
spots.
Understanding individual roles
in marriage is essential. One of
the chief causes of marital failure
is a lack of understanding and
communication. Men are perceiv-
ed as the stronger vessel. Yet, if,
in fact, we are stronger we must
watch our strength. So often what
The first wedding was that of
Adam and Eve, and- it was per-
formed by God himself. But
before he provided Adam with a
mate, God built within Adam the
need for a mate. You can find out
how this was done by reading
Genesis 2: 18-24 in the Bible. (In
the event you don't have ready ac-
cess to a Bible, Genesis 2, begin-
ning with the 18th verse reads:
And God went on to say: "It is
not good for the man to con-
tinue. by himself by himself. I
am going to make a helper for
him." Now God was forming
from the ground every wild
beast of the field and every fly-
ing creature of the heavens,
and he began bringing them to
the man to see what he would
call each one; and whatever the
man would call it each living.
soul that was its name. So the
man was calling the names of
all the domestic animals and
flying creatures of the heavens
and of everv wild beast of the. .
field. but for man there was
found no helper as a comple-
ment for him. Hence, God had
a deep sleep fall upon the man
and while he was sleeping. he
took one of hi .. ribs and then
closed up the flesh over its
place. And God proceeded to -
build the rib that he had taken
from the man into woman and
to bring her to man. Then the
man said: "This is at last bone
of my bones and flesh of my
flesh. Thls one will be called
Woman, bcause from man this
one was taken." That is why a
man will leave his father and
his mother and he must stick to
his wife and they must become
one flesh.
In some instances the question
of infidelity arises in marriage.
There simply is no excuse for
adultery. The appropriateness of




'Relevant' is a rather difficult
word to define. It is even more
di fficult to find a subject -that is
'relevant' to a collective group,
that 'ranges in age from 17-40,
approximately. Since a large seg-
ment of tliis group is either 'going
'with' someone, engaged, or mar-
ried, my man Free said speak on
maraige. So, here it is.
Marriage is a tradition, and
traditions, say, some, are made to
. be broken. I suppose that's true
withsome traditions, but is it cor-
rect when it comes to mariage?
Some, under the guise of being
modern and up to date or rele-
vant, have decided in their own
minds that living together without
any commitment is sufficient.
The usual explanation is that they
trust one another and that's good
enough for them. They shed
themselves of any and all obliga-
tions to the one to whom they are
living. And that way, they reason.
they'll have the pleasure without
all the pain. By such false reason-
ing they deny themselves the real
loveliness of sharing the most in-
timate moments of another hum-
an being-the one being who
means most or at least should
mean most to them.
Unquestionably, there will be
more than a couple of solemn
moments in a marriage. Yet, for
the most part,marriage should be
a joyous occasion, a time for
~--------.e~lf'lm~ir-l1les!llol;,for being together, for be-
ing one individual.' Happiness'
comes from giving, and there is
plenty of room for giving in 'a
marriage. In fact, you find that's
most of what marriage is all
about-giving.
The Creator of the universe and
the originator of marriage pur-
posed man and woman to be hap-
py. Consequently, every effon
should be m~de to make marriage
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you want. You can't just go into a
counselor and ask "oh what do I
take this semester?" You have to
know what you want."
All C.U.N.Y College students
are eligible to apply for this.
program, bur the student must
have completed fifteen credits of
collecge courses -and must be
within good standing of the
minimum of a 2.0 index and must
keep this good standing if ac-
cepted into the program. After
successfully . completeing 120
academic credits, the student will
be either presented the Bachelor
of Art or the Bachelor of Science
degree depending on thieir major.
This degree is accepted 90010 of
the time when students apply for
advance degree prograrns .
Graduates' of the program often
go on to professional schools and
are accepted into P.H.D
programs. A very high percentage
ho on to law or medical school.
For additional information
about this program students are
"to reach, Dr. Jean Buchin at (21.2)
725-7641. Students can call five
days a week between the hours of
9 A.M to 5 P.M.
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Cant. from page 3
The idea of jommg the
program was suggested to her
while she was working for a
sponsor of the '£C.U.N.Y Bac-
calaureate in John Jay College.
She got hold of the program's
material and looked into the
program. The program sounded
excellent to her so she im-
mediately enrolled.
While inrolled in the program,
Bernadette has ·taken courses in
American History and Literature.
She felt that these courses were
relevant to what she plans to do in
the future. After she receives her
degreevBernadette plansto either
~
continue on to receive her masters
degreeor go on to law school. She
isn't exactly sure on which path
she would li ke to take at· the
moment.
~'Ithink it's an excellent
program, especially for students
who are returning to school," she
said with enthusiam, "especially
for students who have a clear idea
as to where they would liketo go.
lt's not really a short cut because
you have to have some control of




At .Iast. the return 'of th~ Songwriters ... :
..
.,
Rickie Lee Jone.Michael Franks
One of our best singers and album showed that she could rock Congress to replace Star Spangled
songwriters has been unjustly out like all hell, as well as in the Banner as the National Anthem.
neglected these days, except by passionate jazzy'· ballads. (Every- He lived to tell, about- it and has
the few of us in the know. She's one's jazzy these days, it seems.) recycled the pain into his album,
been on five labels 'in as many The atmosphere of .Ballroom American Dreams. The sidelong
years, and that's a terrible way to Streets is all sympathetic energies American Dreams Suite carries us
treat Melanie, whose new album, which, if some of the perfor- from the plight of a City Boy:
Ballroom Streets (Tomato 2-9003) mances don't turn out just-right, "yearning for the "Ught / Lord,
is something very special. She's they have' 'a' drive, and passion weare burning~""Hardi,OckJa'~a~e~s------~
moved herself, and some fine which can't be ignoJed.Probably into a' wandering musical journey
musician.s..to--F1orida.~J.oc-ked.bef:-,,--lh.e,.-8esl- is' t-he~klsing"flumber,-, "ro-tBe~quHk-y.time wheR-fbere-was,
self-inrhestudsowirhan audience 'Friends ,'and C0I71pi1nY;__"_WhicaM1Lsic_bJ_'Ihe_S1f.N1S; when',4cwe
of friends, and has delivered us a amply demonstrates Melanie's let out hair grow / We let our
semi-live album as a personal gift. essence, both personally and feeling show I We let our poets
musically: The straw that broke know we were listening."
We have here some old and - the camel's back I Has blown A appropriately modified re-
some new songs, and the most upon my window sill I I may gae beat asks if we can Carry On
magnificent ones are recycled look beaten but I don't look the Dream, as we journey forth in
from the classic-album that mark- back I When you break. my heart search of Sanctuary with a
ed a musical turning point in you feed my will. pounding hard rock beat, so
Melanie's career - Photograph. Another survivor is Jesse Colin steady a disco deejay should try
(If you're quick you can snatch it Young, who not that long-ago had mixing it into Supernature:
up in cut-out for two bucks.) That hit hit Gel Together considered by Cont. p. 10, Col. 4
Horse 3255.) This is his best ef-
fort in years, and the opening
track, Love Comes To Everyone
is one of those put-it-on-in-the-
morning numbers that just makes
you feel good.
The other cuts are all very
George Harrison. Although, Not
Guilty-sounds as if it were about
his recent court troubles, it's a
. White Album era song, whose
melody can't cover up puerile
.lyri c s like Not guilty I.
For looking like: a freak I
Making friends with every Sikh I
Not guilty.
Here Comes The Moon, is a
,warm turnaround of his Here
Comes The Sun. I guess you can't
be sued for recycling your own
song! The problem with the rest
of the album lies with the lyrics,
definitely not on par with the
,well-crafted, commercial melo-
dies.
A. newcomer who should not
be ignored, better, cannot be ig-
nored, is a woman with the un-
preposessing - name 'Rickie Lee
Jones (Warnes 3296.) It's tempt-
ing to say she has the imagery of
early Laura Nyro, and the
melodic twists of Joni Mitchell.
Let's jtisi' say she's where Nyro
, should ~\le,·eeeR-"BeW.---Just' 'the- .'
song titles t~nyou-: ,Chuck E. :s- In:
Love, Weasel and the: White Boys
Cool, and Danny's All-Star Joint,
Her twisted jazzy phrasings are
reminiscent of Van Morrison, and
although it's unfair to describe
her with other people's talents,
anyone who follows the footsteps
of these consummate musicians
andstill forges an identity strong-
lyon- her own deserves aU the ac-
colades she can handle.
Michael Franks is sheer class,
but he's warm and human and
that's what counts. On a different
level is George Harrison's latest
offering; George Harrison (Dark
,,--boy Steve Koenig
~,Just in' time for '"the lighter
weather, we have a spate of new
releases from those -exalted ones,
,the songwriters.
Let's go straight to the best
one, Michael Franks' Tiger In the
Rain {Warners 3294.) For those
of you still in the dark, Mike writes '
delightful jazz-tinged songs like a
summer breeze. You've heard
him on the radio and probably
asked yourself, "Who is that?"
Well now it's time for you to find
out because Tiger In The Rain is
even better than last yaer's Burch-
field Nines. ' ,
Where Burchfield's songs were
slow and hazy, Tiger uses a richer
musical background, tastefully
arranged and produced by John
Simon (who produced disastrous
. results on George Benson's
newesr.) Frank's soothingly,
understated voice is surrounded
by the music of Kenny Baron, Ben
Riley, Bucky Pizzarelli, Ron
Carter, Flora Purim, etc.
But the songs! Franks is a
mastercrafter of words" using
subtle, phrasing and ironies to
catch the best of life:
We paint the rooms
Outside the pumpkin bl-ooms
, , ~~ 're~9fra..n~(~is ,
WithIime-andPerrier.; 0
or, less subtley: Your speciality is
not eroticism I I guess your.
boyfriend's into, masochism I
Your body Temperature is ten
below I When it's over, it's over
President of the Association of MBA'
- ~
Executives tospeak at Baruch
On Tuesday, April 10th
'Time: 6 P.M.
Place: .Globus Lounge
Room 1704, 360 PAS
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Be A Camp Counselor
styles of music in a way that can
be accepted int ernat ionally
(which is not to say that it's
watered down.) Some of the songs
have been translated and sung in
English, whcih may help him gain
a larger audience here. although"
they are much better in his native
Portuguese.' .
From Canada comes troubador
Bruce Cockburn,· another
politically and musically aware
young man whose Further Adven-
tures of (Island 9528) contains
some singalongs, slow ballads,
and one in French. The musician-
ship is first class, and you should
definitely check out Bruck Cock-
burn.
Unitt, the closing cut, works
splendidly as it was intended, to
be a conclusion. It is paralyzing as
Barry Gibb sings alone, ever so
subtly accompanied. and it has a
sullenvsilent , and slow sound that
is absolutely transporting.
Since it is hard' to imagine what
other motifs can be added to the
field they've conquered, the B~
Gees might be faced with the
problem of being cast per-
manently in this type of sound.
But the Bee Gees ·aremoreth8n
_ lalented~tb~'y__ax_e_in.sJjo.cliYe-:-,sp ...
don't be surprised by any tone of
their next effort. A
This summer earn
enjoy the outdoors.
8:30 AM-12 PM & I PM-4 PM





247 W. 54 ST. N.Y.C.
You must be 18 yrs. old have
prior private or organizational




All in all, Comes A TIme is one
of those albums that can, and
should, be played over and over,




it's a fun song, and the only one
in which Young picks up his
electric guitar again. In addition,
Nicolette Larson, who does
backing vocals throughout,
sounding like a female Young,
sings alternate verses in a
raunchy, throaty voice. For these
Songwriters_
Cont. from p. 9
"There's a nigh/mare in the
backyard / in the backyard ofmy
mind / I see nuclear disaster and
if'S coming i11 our time. "
It ends weakly, suggesting the
country can be saved, but if the
young people in the country could
now pull together as tightly as the
musicians here, we'd have all the
problems licked. Special kudos to
David Lindley for his electric
violin on Sanctuary, the best on
vinyl since Bobby Notkoff on
Neil Young's Running Dry.
A beautiful album for warmer
climates' is Brasil's Milton
Nasciemento whose Journey To.
Dawn (A&M 4719) mixed all
sounding like Eric Clamptori's
The Core of Siowhand, where
Marcy Levy is used to spice up the
sound'.
The Bee Gees' latest, Spirits More departures of this sort arc
Having Flown, is an attractive v Reaching Out and Stop (Think
"and intense collection, including Again), which' are totally
their chart success,. Too Much delectable, especially the latter.
Heaven. But the remainder of the These cuts are reminiscent of the
album is far more interesting than early' '70's songs that .sported
this CU!, which was quickly and those high-pitched black male.
predictably played out. vocals that one remembers from
The rest of the album washes one's pre-teens years .
.over the listener like an ocean- It might be argued that the Bee
alternating in caresses and tidal Gees are' becoming a bit. nar-
waves. For example, Tragedy, cissistic or commercial in their
which is quickly climbing the approach to their albums (their
charts, is a study in panic. It has a pictures are emblazoned all over
frenzied tone, and this, combined lhe jackel, hand lhey've slaried a
halting effects and a gunshor--tan club," which IS, at best"
sound toward the middle, serves overkill.) However. this kind of
as a sensual catharsis. Tragedy is "personalization" might also be a
pumped full of the energy that natural instinct sinceit is hard ·to
makes it a perfect soundtrack for separate their presence from their'
any intense mood you're in. music.
Although one would like to be
able to simply categorize Spirits
Having Flown as just another
/ contribution to disco, this COn-"
sounds much like the recent tention does not stick. While Love
Jefferson Starship style. Nicolette You Inside out and Living
. Larson also sings on this one, as Together are clearly intended for
in Neil Yung's Comes A Time. the fans championed bv Saturday
But Dependin'. On You is an Night Fever, they are imaginative
energetic CUI that neither artist disco, both grippy and juicy. It is
dominates. It skillfully blends a almost as i( the Bee Gees have
variety of instruments fora kind created their owncategory. They
of latin/jazz/rock effect. The have salvaged. the most saving
piano, congas, and horns on this qualities of disco-e-its sensuality
one.a...te par..ticu~ar.. IY. invigo.ralin.g .. - i;tnd vibr.ance-e-while . pc.uring
And 0I1Xou tvever. Change.s., both e lion. and .smoothness into
the best of Patrick Simmons and th ir songs to achieve a finer,
Michael McDonald pull together more innovative tone.
in a cut that has wiae appeal and a
very likable and easy melody.
All things considered, Minute
By -lwinute is still another sign
that the Doobie Brothers are alive
and well, still experimenting, and
yet retaining their most celebrated
styles.
we're already one/Our little
son/Won't Jet us forger."
The only departures from this
mellow sound are three country- .
sounding cuts laced through with
fiddles, and one cut called
Motorcycle Mama, which sounds
like a long overdue theme song to
a '60's Peter Fonda movie. But
Steamer Lane Breakdown is a
Simmons instrumental which
lends itslef to a comical chase
scene, but shows some of his most
solid guitar playing. Sweet
Feeling is possible his best cut, yet
Survive], a song that is truly alive
and makes it hard to resist singing
along with "Oh, why do they ask
. for more? /They've got stars they
don't have wishes for."
But Partick Simmons emerges
admirably on this album, and his
songs are notjust fillers this time.
On Don't Stop To Watch The
Wheels, Simmons sings and plays
in a style that is reminiscent of
early Clampton and achieves the,
heavy metal sound of the new and
much watched guitarist, Ed Van
Halen.
album with other cuts like Gain'
Back, Peace Of Mind, and
Already One, which are touching,
but not too painful a's to be
uncomfortable. In the latter, the
title words are used fairly
cleverly: "But we're already
one/Already one/Now only time
can come . between us/'Cause
-
Top of the Charts:
Doobie Brothers
.
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by Diane Salvatore
Neil Young's Comes A Time is
a delicious collection of Young's
almost exclusively acoustic ef-
forts. This album moves with
such ease and grace that it is easy
to take for granted the skill of this
professional.
Lotta Love was a fine choice
for a single release since this is a
neat, contagious little song that
invites the listener to sing along.
Four Strong Winds, the only song
not written by Young, has also
received air time, and is an easy
going song with a melody and
lyrics that linger: "Still I wish
you'd change your mind/If I ask
you one more time/Bin we've
been through that a hundred
times or more." .
On Look Out For My Love,
Young gives full play to his
unique nasal voice and produces a
song that has that desperately
passionate 'sound that will find
one's lips on solitary walks or
quiet moments with someone
special.
Young develops a consistent
tone throughout most of the
..
..
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agent market, he must use became free agents and signed
castoffs, retreads and rookies. elsewhere.
Spending no money, Veeck gets Charlie Finley still . plays
what he pays for-nothing. "musical managers," giving Jack
Unlike Texas, Chicago does not McKeon the ax for the umpteenth
have the star personnel but they time. New skipper Jim Marshall
do have some talent to finish must upgrade a lineup featuring
respectably. Ralph Garr, Caludell Wayne Gross, Mickey Klutts,
Washington, and Chet Lemon are Dave Revering, and Mario
the outfielders and carry most of Guerro, OF Miguel Dilone stole
the batting load, Ditto 2B Jorge 50 bases, but hit only .228. The
Orta. Chisox pitching took a A' s desperately need more
beating, with only one .pitcher production-from everyone.
having a .500 record or better. 7. SEATTLE MARINERS-Da-
Steve Stone led (?) the staff with a rrell JOhn.SOil, mgr. The Mariners
12-1210g. won but 56 'games in '78, while
Quality personnel is the only losing 104. An expansion club,
missing ingredient for success in Seattle is still. building slowly.
Chicago; " . from tJ:te~oun:dup. Tn~·cella~.p""·~""'e:p'------.-j
5. MINNESOTA TWINS-'Gene . of 1978 was' a result of abatting
.Mauch9 mgr . As strange.i.as . it .slump--:-which the .,.whole ...team...
sounds, __ the' Twins will not miss . experienced.·lBDanny Meyer, 3-B
the bat of Rod Carew, now an Bill Stein, and OF's Ruppert
Agnel. With him or not, Min- Jones and Leroy Stanton all
nesota still finishes low in the enjoyed a banner year in 1977,
standings. The Twins received 1B averaging 20 homers and 90 rbi's
Ron Jackson, who'll take over each. But -708 produced prac-
first from Carew. He and Catcher tically nothing. OF Jon Hale hit
Butch Wynegar must do most of .171, typical of the drought
the slugging. Seattle batters encountered.
Even with the acquisition of ex- Mariner ptiching was a disaster
Me-t Jerry Koosman and Mike area. Glenn Abbott was the
Marshall, Twin pitching needs "ace" of the rotation with a 7-15
gross improvement. Dave Goltz' mark. The best the other starters
l5·;;1<f was rhe--best on tlTe-ream:--could-offer was-Jim-Gelbom's 4-
Like Chicago, the Twins are also 12, and Mike Honeycutr's 5-11.
financially strapped. Owner There is definitely no talent here.
Calvin Griffith, known for his The M's are still light years
outspoken statements, should away from success. The cellar will.
tighten his lips and loosen his be their home for a few years to
wallet instead. come.
6. OAKLAND Al'S-Jim So, the picture in the AL West
Marshall, mgr. Oakland's fast is pretty well cut and dried. The
start fooled a few people last Kansas City Royals will capture










Mr. Cox's-- by C. Sparks
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>.. _·D..·sse"·'~.' ..''b'-- -a--~'H"~., .~ -'T~'···)··.m-2·~. -.·e'·":: ~ ,~ -A·.' L·· West from the bullpen. . The pitchers carried the team all·..0" -... .. it . '" .'. . For Texas to Win, they must year,.. gettiq minimal support
. - , . -' - ."- ~ - . have "more hitting to supplement from the batting order, Only OF
by Ernest G. Fagan -Kaycee pitching is strong with Dave Chalk provide a solid in- their. pitching. No matter, the Mitchell 'Page wielded his bat with
Out West, the 1979 season will the' return of Dennis Leonard (21- field. Joe Rudi and Don Baylor Rangers will finish third. ~R effectiveness. Rich Langford
not be much of a surprise. Kansas 17), LarryGura (16-4), and Paul are the starting outfielders, with' 4. CHICAGO WHITE SOX-' (7-13), Matt Keough (8-15), John
City, California, and Texas have Splittorff (19-17). Catcher Darell Ford replacing theTate Lyman Don Kessinger, mgr. Owner. Bill. Johnson (11-10), and Pete
emerged as the top three teams in Porter is the starting backstop Bostock.:- Veeck runs the White Sox with "Broberg (10-12) got most of their
the division. Chicago and hitting a steady .290. The bullpen Pitching' IS an Angelone of the smallest budgets in the wins.early in the season. Broberg,
Minnesota, decimated by. free of Steve Mingori, Doug Birdr strongpoint. .Nolan Ryan and majors. Unable to use the free Elias Sosa, and Steve Renko all
agent departures, find themselves Marty Pattin, and' AI Hrabosky
only games ahead of Oakland and can come in to save any situation.
Seattle. . _ . Injuries slowed Royal progress
I~ KANSAS ·CITY ROYALS-. 'last year, but in 1979' they should
Whitey Herzog, mgr. The Royals, ~ave enough to win the division-
three time West division champ, barely.
will probably retain their. crown. 2. CALIFORNIA ANGELS-'
3B George Brett anchors a strong Jim Fregosi, mgr. The Angels feel
infield of 2B Frank' White, SS . this is the year they can catch the
Fred Patek, and IB Pete LaCock. Royals. Fregosi led them toa club
LaCock permanently replaces record 87 wins in '78 and a second
. Clint Hurdle, who saw limited place finish, highest in team
action at first last year. CF Amos history.
Otis continues to hold off the California landed 1B Rod
challenge of Willie Wilson while Carew and Of Dan Ford, via the
Al Cowens (RF) and Hat McRae free agent route. 2B Bobby Grich,




You just couldn't handle the' .
pressure since I came along. ·BYE.
Tina
. Dear Prof Wolf,
Passing StatJOl5 may not be so
wonderful when it means not' be-
ing able to see you-someone
who's understanding & helpful
when I' have problems, someone




me 0 c anges, an s or
nothing, I'm pissed.
Public Notice
One gold wedding band. Possibly
'lost in the 23 St building. $25
reward. Call Jim-825-8862.
. Ticker,
Whoever . chopped up my
WBM'S article ~ithout informing
Jace,
Beware! ESP does have-its pro-
blems. Love,
, Mary-Ann
P .S. Next time you can make the
coffee! .
~""..'~.( f"~ ,. - ......i~:...'~'.. ).~... ~~~, :ri··~.Q~f".. f' ..~l' .t.'.'~'Z.-."'-·..I".:'''''l~_·~ ..~.l-.~.{ ~""rl t:.~'-.-..~.j-;'




.' (A nice Keith)
P.P.S.:. TOLD YA I'D GET YA
IN THE·Classifieds!
'T0 Mr. Ronnie (EGO) Priest;
Would you mind telling me
who was your escort on the night
you busted Sandy at the movies?
P .Si.Don't worry Ronnie, your
secret is safe with me. I won't tell
anyone you are a full-time con-
u r tli'''''''' x rience column
" ~'.--, "',.:-,.
J
. Ji".;"'~:.~~;:F~#!;:~:.:....:..~:~~~~;t. . '.." ..' '.
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the championship of N.Y. So.
fellow Baruchians, if you want to
be a part of the excitement. that is
generated by championship tour-
nament play. come out and sup-
pon the team in' their quest to
capture the C.U.N.Y. fencing
crown.
midable fencers.
There were only three returnees- .
from last year's squad: Captain
Marty McDowell; Big Ed (Mr.
Baruch) _Ferguson-graduated;
and, Arthur Ray. The other
members of the team are 1sf year
players who, I predict, will win
Soccer atBana
~. '_ ~, .,.;_~4. __ . - .'. •• . '._ ~ .
months. The men's team is coach-
ed by Professor Al Peredo,
former U.S. Olympic Coach and.
presently a member of the olym-
pic committee. Coach Pereda has
patiently. and at times painfull};,
moulded the largely inexperienced






apart from other combat sports.
The high degree of respect that
one fencer ·has for another, up-
holds the gentlemanly ideals and
aristocratic traditions that. have
been passed along from genera-
tion to generation.
This. coming Saturday. March
17th, the l st Annual C.U.M.Y.
FencingChanpionships will be
held at Baruch College from 8
a.rn. to 5 p.m. The Baruch team
will be showcasing the talents of
Mr. Peter Lewison, who is the
reigning -1978-79 Eastern
Regional N.C.A.A. Independent
College Foil champion! He will
also represent Baruch College at
the N.C.A.A. National Cham-
pionships held at Princeton
University. on March 22nd. Also
spotlighting their respective
talents will be: Mr. Martin (Mar-
ty) Mcfxiwell, who took 2nd place
in the Eastern Regionals, and lost
a thrilling championship-caliber
bout to his teammate. Lewison by
a I touche margin: and, Daniel
Sheppard, Eastern. Regional
finalist (epee). Dan made a spec-
tacular bid to capture the Eastern'
Epee Crown, by going undefeated
in his first 5 championship bouts.
He lost 3 consecutive, tough mat-
ches, each by 1 touche margins.
Dan's story is even more in-
teresting. He is a young, 36 year
okJ-,--le-we~sophomo~-Who--e.has---
the distinction of being the oldest,
active college fencer in C. U.N. Y"
and ha been fencing a mere 6
Page 12
By Daniel Sheppard
For many. the sport of fencing
is a romantic attachment to a
bygone age. Swashbuckling im-
ages of heraldry and pageantry
accompanied with scenes of Er-
roll Flynn's handsome face as he
parries and reposes on the deck of
the pirate ship, are for the most
part our only exposure tothe fast-
growing highly competitive, gen-
tlemanly sport of fencing.
Fencing, unlike other team
sports, is solely an individual
effort: one on one is the name of
the game. Smooth precision tac-
tics, com bi ned w i t h dazzling
speed and elegant, graceful body
movements provide audiences
with thrills and emotional highs
and lows that are frankly far
beyond my ability to describe.
The drama unfolding is tension-
packed as the combatants move
up and down the strip. Then, sud-
denly, almost faster than you can
bat your eye, one of them
unleashes a long, low, catlike
lunge-sword arm out,point
thrusting-does he make a
touche? Will the weapon be par-
ried? These questions flash into
the spectators minds in the 1/20th
of a second necessary for an at-
tack to arrive on target. After the
·bUtft·h .over the fencers shake
hands in a warm, respectful man-
ner. Complementing each other
-------t:tpOIHheality of {he--boUt--t-ha.(~­
they've just completed. This
handshake is one of the nuances
of the game that sets fencing











Intramural Football: 19 Teams
have registered. All team captains
should report to the Recreation
Office, 610A in- the 23 S1.
building to pick up a schedule.
Games wit be played in Madison
Prk, 23 SI. and Madison Ave.
Tournament play. will begin April
26 . when we' return from the
Spring Recess. Have a good
vacation.
spot for the lowly Mels. Their
problem remains pitching and hit-
ting. The defense is' fine, Richie
Hebner will improve theoffense,
but won'talter the standings.,The
Mets' pitching is.a.disaster, with
Swan and Zachry the only reliable '
familiar /arDlS on the team..-··
6. New York Mets
Mgr. -Toe Torre
There is becoming a
pleton are solid regulars, while
Denny, Vukovich, and Littel are
quality pitchers.
The Cards' problem again this
year will be their quiet bats.' With
seven of the starting eight players
hitting below their career averages
last year, it's no wonder why they
only won 69 games. There is
talent on this team, however.
Hendrick, Simmons and. Tern-
where, in the form of Dave
Parker, who shoots for the Triple
Crown, and Stargell, Stennett,
and Bill Robinson.
3. Montreal Expos
Mgr. - Dick Williams
Very strong starting eight, but
needs better pitching to catch
Phils and Pirates. Perez, Cash,'
Speir, and Parrish make up a
tight infield. The outfield boasts
three players with enormous
potential in Dawson, Cromartie
and Valentine. Carter solid
behind plate. Ross Grimsley and
Steve Rogers are excellent, but
more help is needed. Garmen and
Sosa adequate in bullpen.
4. Chicago Cubs
Mgr , - Herman Franks
Don't be fooled by another fast
start. The Cubs just don't have
enough horses to finish on top.
Pltchmg again Will be a weak
spot. .Best starters are Reushel,
Lamp and Krukow ~ Bruce Sutter
is superb, but he can't do it all.
Buckner and Dejesus head good
infield. ,Outfield bolstered by
Martin "in center. Foote is strong
defensive catcher ~
5. St. Louis Cardinals
Mgr. -Ken Boyer '
by Charles Gaeta
I. Philadelphia Phillies
Mgr , -Danny Ozark
The Phillies remain the team to
beat in their division becaue they
have it all: pitching, hitting,
defense and speed. The strong
starting pitching is headed by
Carlton and Ruthven. McGraw
and Brusstar provide the
necessary relief.
The Phillies infield of Schmidt,
Bowa, Trillo, and Rose is one of
the best in baseball. The outfield
is no less formidable with Luzin-
ski's power and Maddox' and
Mcbride supplying everything
else. Bob Boone is a first-rate
catcher" This could be the year
Phils oust Dodgers for N.L.
crown.
2. Pittsburgh Pirates
Mgr. - Chuck Tanner
The Pirates must sure up their
defcnse, which last year was last
in the league, if they intend on
overtaking the Phils. Despite their
defense, the Pirates are a strong
team. Blyleven, Candelaria and
Don Robinson top an impressive
starting unit, backed up by Enri-
que Romo and Kent Tukulve in
-the bullpen. Hitting is every-
----...---
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